
HOW TO WRITE ABOUT SECONDARY RESEARCH METHODS

Secondary research or desk research is a research method that involves using For example, US Government Printing
Office, US Census Bureau, and Small.

Data available on the internet: One of the most popular ways of collecting secondary data is using the internet.
As with government, such institutions dedicate a lot of effort to conducting up-to-date research, so you simply
need to find an organisation that has collected the data on your own topic of interest. Secondary research
derives its conclusion from collective primary research data. How to conduct Secondary Research? If you
wanted to test this relationship by collecting the data yourself, you would need to recruit many pregnant
women of different nationalities and assess their anxiety levels throughout their pregnancy. Here are the steps
involved in conducting secondary research: 1. Also, check out their forum-like StockTalk section. Its Stock
Research Center features the top rated companies by sector, with a methodologically sound score, analyst
opinions, and stocks popular with Fidelity clients. Conversion Tracking : We would like to improve the
experience and optimiza our content for you. Unfortunately, the list of disadvantages does not end here. It is
often faster to analyse than primary data because, in many cases, someone else may have already started
analysing it. Alternatively, you may obtain your secondary data from trade, business, and professional
associations. Low Advantages of secondary research Whatever type of research you are conducting, always be
aware of its strengths and limitations. You may use any combination of these research approaches to get the
results you need. Published reports deal with both micro- and macroeconomic issues. It also screens for the
evolution of stocks and provides a snapshot of the market, presented as the Market Summary. Data is collected
based on the absolute needs of organizations or businesses. Any other form of publicly available and
accessible information When to Use Secondary Research Use secondary research as a starting point for your
research process. Free finance websites Website: finance. For instance, members of the research team should
be paid salaries. Thus, it is useful to know that you can further reduce costs, by using freely available
secondary data sets. However, one data set could have been collected in Britain and the other in Germany. It
also tosses in a hefty dose of analysis into the mix. Some earn their revenue from data subscriptions, others
from financial strategy newsletters, while others even offer paid financial advice.


